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Mobile phone

F O R T E Plus 8 0
MOBILE PHONE WITH WATERPROOF AND SHOCKPROOF HOUSING

TREVI Forte Plus 80 is a work phone 
resistant to immersion in water and dust.
Trevi Forte Plus 80 is an excellent companion 
in everyday life, it has a large 2.4 "screen, large 
and bright buttons, it is equipped with various 
functions, such as the SOS function, camera, 
Bluetooth, FM Radio, Powerbank to recharge in 
emergency a smartphone.
It has an additional high-power rear speaker 
and torch function with a powerful LED for 
emergency lighting.

 JP 0FOR80P00

 JP 0FOR80P05

 - Practical mobile phone, easy to use and with waterproof and  
 shockproof housing, ideal for everyday use
 - GSM, GPRS, 2G network
 - Frequencies: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz  Quadriband
 - Digital TFT LCD color display 2.4" with resolution 240x320
 - You can storage up to 500 numbers on the address book and 200  

 SMS
 - Slot for external memory microSD Card up to 32GB
 - SOS function: can be activated quickly with dedicated button,  

 5 numbers to call in case of emergency + SMS setting with  
 automatic sending on the 5 numbers
 - Bluetooth
 - Powerbank function to charge external device 
 - Rear camera
 - FM Radio/ Multimedia player for Audio and Video files

 - Voice recorder
 - Torch function (with fixed or flashing light) with high-power LEDs  

 for greater illumination
 - Other Integrated functions: Calendar, Alarm clock, Stopwatch,  

 Calculator
 - Simple and intuitive graphical interface with customization of  

 background images
 - microUSB interface
 - Power supply: long life rechargeable Lithium battery 2000mAh  

 with power adaptor
 - Accessories: power adaptor, USB cable, users' manual
 - Size: 130 x 59 x 20 mm
 - Safety • EU max SAR Head (W/kg) SAR: 0,610
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